We explore an algebraic language for networks consisting of a xed number of reactive units, communicating synchronously over a xed linking structure. The language has only two operators: disjoint parallelism, where two networks are composed in parallel without any interconnections, and linking, where an interconnection is formed between two ports. The intention is that these operators correspond to the primitive steps when constructing networks, and that they therefore are conceptually simpler than the operators in existing process algebras. We investigate the expressive power of our language. The results are: (1) De nability of behaviours: with only three simple processing units, every nite-state behaviour can be constructed. (2) De nability of operators: we characterise the network operators which are de nable within the language; these turn out to include most operators previously suggested for describing parallelism. Our results hold for any congruence between trace equivalence and observation equivalence.
Introduction
In this paper we will investigate an algebraic language for networks of synchronously communicating units. Several CIRCAL 10] . These algebras give a semantic account of di erent ways to combine networks; consequently they contain a variety of operators such as nondeterministic choice and sequential and parallel composition. In contrast, in the language in the present paper the only operators are parallel composition and interlinking of processes. We contend that these operators form a su cient basis for the study of many fundamental properties of synchronising parallel This is a revised and extended version of the paper \The expressive power of simple parallelism" in the proceedings of PARLE '89 Vol II (Eindhoven, June 1989), published as Springer Verlag LNCS 366 pages 389{405. The present paper, minus the appendix, has been accepted for publication in Future Generation Computer Systems.
processes; in particular we will here explore the expressive power as measured by the de nable terms and operators in order to gain insight in what phenomena can be derived from parallelism and linking alone. This insight is relevant for an understanding and comparison of other semantic accounts of parallelism and may prove useful in situations such as hardware design, where parallel composition and linking are the only ways to combine networks.
An inspiration for our language comes from data ow networks. In a data ow network, each functional unit has a set of input ports and a set of output ports. The units receive data on the input ports, perform computations on these data, and transmit the results on the output ports. Communication between units is through links; each link connects one output port with one input port. The links remain unchanged when the units execute. Typically, a data ow network realises some complex function, using only a set of standard (prede ned) functional units. The semantics of data ow has been the subject of many papers 8, 15, 9, 20, 7] . The networks in the present paper will be reminiscent of data ow nets, but the links will be used for synchronisations of rendezvous type (two units must participate in events on a link simultaneously). Any bu ering on a link must be modelled explicitly as an intermediary unit acting as a bu er. This synchronous communication is in accordance with the usual semantics of process algebras.
In an algebraic language for description of networks the operators correspond to ways in which larger networks can be built from smaller networks. In our language there are two types of operators. One is disjoint parallelism. With this operator, two existing networks can be put in parallel without any internetwork links, thus the networks will execute independently of each other. This corresponds to \disjoint union" 20] and \aggregation " 9] . The other operator type is linking: two ports of a network can be linked, thus enforcing synchronisation between the events on these ports. Each port can be attached to at most one link; more complicated structures (such as broadcasting or multi way communication) must be accomplished through intermediate units. The linking operators are inspired by the \linking" 20] and \loop " 9] ; to our knowledge the present paper is the rst attempt to give them an operational semantics.
Other algebras for description of synchronously communicating networks, for example CCS and CSP, use other families of operators in order to describe parallelism and linking between units. One idea common to these algebras is that the parallel operator implicitly achieves linking. For example, in CCS two ports with complementary names will automatically be linked in a parallel composition, and in CSP two ports with the same name will be linked. Moreover, both these algebras allow a port to be linked to more than one other port, but they give di erent semantics to such multiple linking: in CCS a synchronisation event always involves events on exactly two linked ports, while in CSP an event on a port must involve events on all linked ports. This makes it impossible to directly de ne the parallel operators in CCS and CSP in terms of each other. Similarly, in SCCS and ACP the linking between units is partially determined by a function on port names; this function is not an operator but rather a parameter which determines the semantics of the parallel operator. Our position is that our algebraic language, where parallelism and linking are directly re ected as di erent operators, provides a more natural basis for the study of fundamental properties of parallelism.
Our main results are that with only three simple types of prede ned units, any nitestate behaviour can be de ned, and the operators normally used to describe parallel structures in many other process algebras are de nable. We also determine that some operators related to nondeterminism and sequential composition are not de nable.
Related work includes Milner's investigation 13] of the de nable behaviours in a language containing only pre xing and choice operators, and de Simone's investigation 5] of the de nable operators in the synchronous process algebras MEIJE and SCCS. One main di erence between the present work and de Simone's is that de Simone considers a synchronous form of composition as a primitive operator. This operator forces its arguments to execute in lock-step, as if synchronised by a global clock. In contrast our primitive parallel operator is asynchronous; this implies that fewer operators are de nable. Another di erence is that the results in the present paper are valid for a wide range of behaviour equivalences, and not only for observation equivalence based on bisimulation.
The work presented here is an elaboration and continuation of 16, 17] by the same author, and a related paper 18] examines di erent models and axiomatisations of the algebraic language.
In Sections 2 and 3 below we present the syntax and semantics of the algebraic language. Section 4 is devoted to examples of networks and their behaviours. In Section 5 we de ne notions of behaviour equivalence. Section 6 contains our rst expressiveness result: with only three simple behaviours, any nite-state behaviour can be constructed. In Section 7 we present a class of operators which are de nable within the language, and discuss to what extent operators from other algebras are de nable. Section 8 contains some nal remarks and open problems. We collect the full proofs of all results in an appendix.
Syntax
The purpose of this section is to de ne an algebraic language where the terms correspond to networks of interconnected units. Figure 1 illustrates an example of such a network. There are three units, each with a set of ports. Each port is assigned an internal identication number which is unique within the unit. Two ports in a network may be connected by a link; a port so connected is called internal to the network. A port not connected by a link is called external, and has a unique (for the whole network) name. In Figure 1 the network has four internal ports, and three external ports named a, b and c.
A network may contain several units which are instances of the same module. A module can be thought of as a schematic unit or a template for a unit; intuitively, we expect di erent instances of a module to exhibit the same \behaviour" but on di erent ports. In Figure 1 there are two instances of a module M and one instance of a module M 0 . Each module has a nonnegative arity which is the number of ports of the module. In the example, M has arity 2 and M 0 has arity 3.
So, in the following we assume a xed potentially in nite set , called the set of port names, and use a; b; c; . . . to range over . We let M range over sets of modules, and use M; M 0 etc. to range over modules. We adopt the convention that j associates to the left and that ha _ bi binds tighter than j; this allows us to drop some of the parentheses. For example, AjBha _ bijC means ((Aj(Bha _ bi))jC). A term of type M(a 1 ; . . .; a n ) corresponds to an atomic network consisting of only one unit obtained from the module M; the external port names of this network are given by a 1 ; . . .; a n . The operator j is called the parallel operator; the intention is that AjB corresponds to a network obtained as the union of the networks of A and B without any internetwork links. The operators of type ha _ bi are called linking operators; a term Aha _ bi denotes the network A where the ports named a and b have been joined by a link. As an example, the network in Figure 1 can be described by the term
The sort of a term is the set of external port names of the corresponding network:
De nition 2 The sort L(A) of a term A is de ned inductively as follows:
1. L(M(a 1 ; . . .; a n )) = fa 1 ; . . .; a n g n is the arity of M; i 6 = j ) a i 6 = a j fa 1 ; . . . ; a n g
Aha _ bi a 6 = b; a; b 2 L(A) L(A) ? fa; bg Table 1 : Summary of the formation rules of the algebraic language, and the de nition of sort.
We will use L; L 0 ; . . . to range over sorts (i.e. nite subsets of ). We can now formalise the requirement that external port names are unique in a network, and that each internal port can be attached to at most one link: we call such terms well-formed.
De nition 3 (Well-formed terms)
1. M(a 1 ; . . .; a n ) is well-formed if all a i are pairwise distinct.
2. AjB is well-formed if A and B are well formed and L(A) \ L(B) = ;. 3 . Aha _ bi is well-formed if A is well formed and a; b 2 L(A).
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In the rest of this paper we will exclude non-well-formed terms, so we let T M stand for the well-formed terms and call those just \terms". A summary of the de nitions appears in Table 1 .
Operational Semantics
We will present the operational semantics for the language in a way that has become standard for process algebras: through a family of labelled binary relations ?!, so called transition relations, on terms. Our de nition will be in the form of a Plotkin-style induction on the structure of terms. If desired, from this de nition a formal interpretation of terms into transition diagrams can be obtained in a completely standard way. corresponding to B by participating in synchronisations on all ports in . There may be several di erent transitions from a term with the same action; this amounts to nondeterminism in the term. Note that the empty set ; is also an action, this corresponds to an internal action (cf. in CCS). We take the view that the operational semantics of terms is dependent on an operational interpretation of the modules. An operational interpretation is a family of schematic transition relations where the \actions" refer to the internal port numbers within the module:
De nition 4 An operational interpretation on a set of modules M is a set of schematic transitions of the form M K ?!M 0 where M; M 0 2 M are of the same arity n, and K is a subset of f1; . . . ; ng.
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The intention is that M K ?!M 0 means that the module M can evolve to the module M 0 by participating in synchronisations on the ports in K. Note that M 0 must have the same arity as M: a module cannot change its number of ports when it executes.
In the following we assume that every set of modules is associated with an operational interpretation. We now de ne the transition relations ?! on terms:
De nition 5 The family of labelled transition relations on T M consists of the least relations ?! satisfying the rules in Table 2 .
AjB can do whatever A or B can do in isolation. The third rule says that if both A and B can do something, then AjB can do the union of the actions. The parallel operator expresses a form of independent parallelism | A and B execute asynchronously side by side without a ecting each other. For the linking operator, the intuition is that if A can do an action involving neither a nor b, then Aha _ bi can do the same action (the link has no e ect at all). If A can do an action involving both a and b, then Aha _ bi can do the same action, now with a and b removed (intuitively this action involves a synchronisation over the link). As a consequence, actions of A involving exactly one of a and b are disallowed in Aha _ bi (such actions would correspond to synchronisations where only one endpoint of the link is involved). While the parallel operator is independent parallelism, the linking operator is used to explicitly express dependencies: actions involving di erent endpoints of the link must be synchronised.
Examples
In this section we present some examples of terms, their corresponding networks, and their operational semantics in the form of behaviours. A behaviour is a graph where nodes are terms and labelled edges correspond to transitions between terms; the behaviour of a term is simply a behaviour containing that term as well as all transitions from the terms in the graph. Networks will be displayed as in Figure 1 , and the internal port numbers of modules will be omitted whenever they are unimportant or can be inferred from the shape of the graphic symbol of the module. Note that behaviours and networks serve only to informally illustrate terms and their operational semantics. In a companion paper 18] we de ne behaviours and networks formally and explore algebras over them.
To begin we introduce four modules sy, ar, al, and al 0 ; the rst two of arity three and the last two of arity two. We assume that the schematic transitions of these modules are ?!al
Instances of these modules are depicted in Figure 2 ; for each unit we give its behaviour (top), and a symbol to be used in graphic descriptions of networks (bottom). The rst unit sy(a; b; c) is a three-way synchroniser. It has three ports; its behaviour is to repeatedly perform an action involving all three ports. A three-way synchroniser can thus be used as an intermediate unit to link three ports. In the same way, we could assume modules for n-way synchronisers sy n of arity n for arbitrary n: the schematic transitions would be The third unit al(a; b) in Figure 2 is an alternator: it alternatingly synchronises on its two ports. We use two di erent modules (al and al 0 ) to represent the two states. In the network symbol we use a small lled circle to indicate the state of the alternator: when this circle is to the left (module al), the next synchronisation will be on the left-hand port, and if it is to the right (module al 0 ) it will be on the right-hand port. Since al 0 (a; b) has the same behaviour as al(b; a) we will only make use of the al symbol.
A three-way alternator al 3 , i.e. a module which repeatedly synchronises on its three ports in sequence, is depicted in Figure 3 . Formally the schematic transitions of al 3 ?!al 3 In fact, the three-way alternator is de nable by using three ordinary alternators and three synchronisers: the term (sy(a; f; g) j al(h; i) j sy(j; b; k) j al(l; m) j sy(n; c; o) j al(q; p)) hf _ hihi _ jihk _ lihm _ niho _ pihq _ gi has a behaviour which is precisely the transition graph in Figure 3 . The network corresponding to this term is also presented in Figure 3 (bottom). As a more complicated example, assume that we wish to construct a Controller CONT for a critical resource. This Controller should have the behaviour as indicated in Figure 4 (left). It has four ports: use 1 ; rel 1 ; use 2 , and rel 2 . The intention is that use 1 and rel 1 are connected to one process, and use 2 and rel 2 to another process. A process signals the use of the critical resource with an action on its use port and the release of the resource with an action on its rel port. The Controller makes sure that at most one process has the resource at a time, and that only the process which currently has the resource may release it. A construction of such a Controller is also given in Figure 4 (right) 2 . It uses two alternators to remember which process last acquired the resource, and one alternator to remember whether the resource is available; it also uses two arbiters and four synchronisers to connect these alternators with the external ports. The term corresponding to this network consists of nine units in parallel and ten linking operators | we will not exhibit this term here.
These examples make clear that interesting behaviours can be de ned using only a small set of modules; we will return to this topic in Section 6. Our language can also be used to illuminate the relationships between other formalisms for concurrency. Recall for example the parallel operators in CCS and CSP ( Figure 5 ). In CCS, two parallel agents which share a port name a will compete for the use of a in synchronisations. When the environment of these agents perceives an a action, then either of the agents, but not both, may be the source of the a. Thus the parallel composition in CCS can be considered to implicitly use arbiters to resolve the use of shared port names. On the other hand, in CSP two parallel processes sharing a port a will synchronise on that port: when the environment perceives an a action, then both processes must contribute on their respective ports. Thus parallel composition in CSP implicitly makes use of synchronisers to resolve shared port names. As a nal example, it is straightforward to encode a simple version of place/transition nets 19]. In such a net there are two types of modules: transitions and places. A transition with indegree m and outdegree n is an instance of a module tr m;n of arity m + n; this module has the only schematic transition In fact, tr m;n is just an (m+n)-way synchroniser: it requires interactions on all its ports. The intuition is that for a transition to re, tokens must be received on all incoming arcs, and tokens will be produced on all outgoing arcs.
A place with indegree m and outdegree n currently holding k tokens is an instance of a module pl m;n;k of arity m+n; the schematic transitions for this module are all transitions pl m;n;k K ?!pl m;n;k 0 satisfying k out(K) and k 0 = k + in(K) ? out (K) where in(K) is the number of integers between 1 and m in K, and out(K) is the number of integers between m + 1 and m + k in K. The intuition is that a place can emit tokens on its outgoing arcs, but it cannot emit more tokens than it currently holds, and the number of tokens will be modi ed according to tokens received and emitted. Note that the \behaviour" of such a place is not nite-state (since k can grow unboundedly), so it cannot be described in terms of the other modules in this section.
In the encoding of a place/transition net, a link will will always connect an \in"-port of a unit (a port with a number less than or equal to m in an instance of either of tr m;n or pl m;n;k ) with an \out"-port (a port which is not an in-port) of a unit of the other type. It is trivial to verify that with our encoding the ring rule for place/transition nets is enforced, and that a synchronisation on a link occurs when a token \travels" along that link (either from a place to a transition or vice versa). Note that our encoding allows several transitions to re in the same action. If a strict interleaving of transitions is desired then the transitions can additionally be connected to a multi way arbiter which only allows one transition to re at a time.
results will hold for any equivalence which lies between observation equivalence ( ) and trace equivalence (= T ) as de ned below. We call such an equivalence a behaviour equivalence. We require equivalent terms to have the same sort; without this requirement the congruence result (Theorem 1) below would not hold.
We use to range over sequences of non-empty actions, and write hi for the empty sequence.
De nition 6 Our rst theorem is that observation equivalence and trace equivalence are congruences:
Theorem 1 and = T are congruences.
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We omit the proof since it is similar to proofs of similar known results. In the following we restrict attention to behaviour equivalences which are congruences.
A Basis for Finite-State Terms
In a practical design situation, it will be useful to know what modules are necessary to build a certain set of behaviours (up to some behaviour equivalence). Conversely, it will be useful to know what behaviours can be constructed given a certain set of modules. Such results also have intrinsic theoretical interest: they illuminate the expressive power of the operators. The main result in this section is that the three modules sy, ar, and al from Section 4 su ce to build any nite-state behaviour. This indicates that our operators exhibit a considerable expressive power.
In the following T ranges over sets of terms, and we assume a xed behaviour equivalence ' on terms. of A. The idea is that every state in A corresponds to one alternator. Transitions between states in A correspond to links between the alternators; each alternator has one port for incoming transitions and one port for outgoing transitions. If a state has several outgoing or incoming transitions then arbiters are used: all links corresponding to incoming transitions are routed through arbiters to one port of the alternator, and all links corresponding to outgoing transitions are routed to the other port. If a transition has a non-empty action, then a three-way synchroniser is interposed on the corresponding link: the third port of this synchroniser is used to generate the action. Examples of such constructions can be found in Section 4, Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The desired term B can be de ned as a term corresponding to this network; we can then prove A B, which implies A ' B.
To prove that the basis is proper, it su ces to observe that instances of sy, ar and al are all nite-state, and that the operators (parallelism and linking) preserve the property of being nite-state.
Finally, to prove that fsy; ar; alg is independent, we establish for each M 2 fsy; ar; alg a property ' M of terms satisfying the following conditions: (1) (1) and (2) guarantee that all terms over fsy; ar; alg ? fMg have property ' M , and (3) and (4) guarantee that an instance of M is not trace equivalent, and hence not ', with any such term.
The properties ' M are de ned as follows. ' al is de ned to hold for a term if it is trace equivalent with a term which has exactly one state. The property ' ar is intersection closure: a term is intersection closed if whenever it can do actions and it can also do \ . Finally the property ' sy is partition closure: this holds for a term A if whenever A can do an action containing more than two ports, then this action can be partitioned into smaller actions with at most two ports each such that A can do any union of these smaller actions.
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It is interesting to note that this result holds also for equivalences stronger than observation equivalence. In fact, the proof carries over to \strong equivalence" (bisimulation equivalence de ned in terms of ?! rather than =), i.e. internal actions are signi cant).
An alternative way to phrase the ideas in this section is to de ne a formal interpretation of terms into behaviours and de ne the equivalences directly on behaviours (rather than terms), and say that a behaviour is de nable if there is a term with an equivalent behaviour. Theorem 2 then implies that any nite-state behaviour is de nable even if no other modules than sy, ar and al are used, i.e. that any nite-state behaviour can be built from three-way synchronisers, arbiters, and alternators.
One other result is that fsy; arg is a proper independent basis for the set of \one state" terms. We do not know any interesting basis for any other set of terms. Note that some sets of terms which have traditionally been regarded as interesting, viz. the \deterministic" terms and the \con uent" terms 14] are not closed under the linking operator, and hence cannot have a proper basis. ( or an equivalent term) is de nable, then three-way linking is de nable in the language: a designer can con dently use three-way links when constructing networks, and later expand these links according to the de nition. We will investigate which operators are de nable in this sense. We will give a general de nability result, and discuss some examples of operators from other process algebras. As might be expected, whether an operator is de nable depends critically on which equivalence is used. It turns out that more operators are de nable up to trace equivalence than up to observation equivalence.
In In what follows we assume that whenever op is a set of operators, a xed de nition of the operational semantics of op determines the labelled transition relations on terms in T op;M . For example, a family of three-way linking operators can be given an operational semantics as in the beginning of this section. We do not require that the de nition of the operational semantics is presented in a particular format; formally an operational semantics is just a set of transitions of type A ?!B which agree with the rules in Table 2 .
De nitions 6 and 7 generalise directly to terms in T op;M , so it is possible to talk about behaviour equivalences on T op;M . This is essential for our de nition of de nability below. De nition 11 An n-ary context C (here n 0) over the modules M is a term in T M with n numbered holes in it, and we write C( e A) for the term obtained by inserting A 1 ; . . .; A n in the holes in C. To make this de nition precise we could introduce variables in the language and talk about terms with variables, and substitution of terms for variables. We trust the reader to accept our more simplistic de nition. The class of de Simone operators was rst suggested by Robert de Simone 5] who proved that these operators are exactly the de nable operators in the synchronous algebras MEIJE and SCCS. We use the same de nition, only slightly adapted to our framework. Practically all operators studied in process algebras are de Simone operators (in two recent papers 6, 3] more general rule formats are suggested). As an example, the singleton set containing only a three-way linking operator constitutes a de Simone set, so three-way linking is a de Simone operator. Also, from Table 2 A) has a transition with an internal action leading back to itself. Clearly, the presence or absence of such transitions is unimportant for the purpose of determining observation equivalence, and hence for any behaviour equivalence.
In analogy with De nition 14 we say that a set of operators op is asynchronous if the transitions over T op;M can be determined by an asynchronous set of rules, and that an operator is asynchronous if it is a member of an asynchronous set. One way to think about an asynchronous operator is as a large network where the arguments represent subnetworks. This large network can control the subnetworks only through the ports which are external to the subnetworks; in particular the large network cannot distinguish between internal actions and absence of actions in the subnetworks. Also, the the larger network must always be able to idle when all subnetworks idle. For example, parallel and linking are asynchronous as is the three-way linking suggested in the beginning of this section. This fact can be seen immediately since the rules for these operators form asynchronous sets. In contrast, the singleton set containing the only rule for the operator ext above does not form an asynchronous set: it satis es neither of the two conditions.
The main theorem in this section can now be stated. It holds regardless of the choice of behaviour equivalence. In other words, an operator is nite state if only nitely many auxiliary operators are needed in order to de ne its semantics. Notice that a de Simone set of rules for a nite set of operators is necessarily nite (since each operator has a xed type), hence the semantics of a nite-state operator can be de ned with a nite set of rules. We also say that a module M is nite-state if its associated schematic transitions imply that any instance of it is nite-state. It is interesting to consider some popular operators from other process algebras here. Table 3 summarises the -de nability and = T -de nability. In this table \Yes" means that the operator is de nable over any basis for nite-state terms, while \No" means that the operator is not de nable over any basis for nite-state terms. The proofs of these results can be found in the appendix.
As can be seen, the operators fall into three groups. The rst group consists of operators which are -de nable, and hence also = T -de nable. The proof that these operators are de nable follows from Theorem 4 by providing -equivalent nite-state asynchronous operators.
The second group consists of = T -de nable but not -de nable operators. Again, the proofs of de nability amount to giving = T -equivalent nite-state asynchronous operators.
The unde nability proofs are perhaps more interesting. As an example consider the CCS pre xing operator. This operator has the only rule Finally, the third group consists of two operators which are not = T -de nable and hence not -de nable. For example, the MEIJE pilot operator is not de nable because internal actions (;) in its operand are signi cant for determining external actions of the operator (cf. the ext operator in this section). Thus, two terms which are trace equivalent but di er in their capability to perform internal actions may, when used as operands to the pilot operator, yield nonequivalent terms. So this operator can by Theorem 1 not have a de ning context. The situation for SCCS synchronous parallel is similar.
Conclusion
We have explored an algebraic language with an operational semantics for description of networks of processes. The aim has been to keep the primitives as simple as possible, and then explore the expressive power as measured by the de nable terms and operators. It has turned out that this language is expresses the static parts, i.e. the operators normally used to combine processes in parallel, of many existing process algebras. Our conclusion is that the language is simple and expressive enough to throw light on fundamental properties of parallelism, and on other formalisms which describe parallelism.
There are many interesting questions left unanswered: Are there other interesting expressiveness results for terms? For example, is there a notion of \computable behaviour", and do the terms corresponding to computable behaviours have a proper basis? What is the de nability of the operators in Table 3 
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of Theorem 2 stretches over several lemmas and auxiliary de nitions. The idea of the proof is presented in Section 6; the proof is not complicated but rather long. In the following we will use networks as graphical representations of terms; in particular we will use the symbols for the modules in Figure 2 . We assume an operational semantics according to that gure; the semantics of other modules is unimportant. Let A be a term. The transition graph corresponding to A, written T(A), is the rooted labelled graph where the set of nodes is the state space of A, the initial node (root) is A, and there is an edge from B to B 0 labelled exactly if there is a transition B ?!B 0 between the terms B and B 0 . In the following we will write such edges in the same way as transitions; it will be clear from the context whether \B ?!B 0 " refers to an edge in a graph or to a transition. With the sort L(T) of a transition graph T we will mean the set of port names occurring in actions (transition labels) in T. Thus, a 2 L(T) i 9A; A 0 ; such that a 2 and A ?!A 0 is an edge in T. Note that it is not necessarily the case that L(T(A)) = L(A). The reason is that there might be ports in L(A) which are \useless" in the sense that they do not occur in any action of any transition in T(A). However, it is always the case that L(T(A)) L(A).
In the following we extend the notion of bisimulation to transition graphs in the obvious way. It is straightforward to demonstrate a bisimulation between T and T 0 : a node A in T bisimulates the nodes A and A 0 in T 0 .
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We next introduce network symbols for multi way synchronisers (constructed from three way synchronisers), and multi way arbiters (constructed from ordinary arbiters). A multi way synchroniser is depicted as a lled circle with arbitrarily many external ports, and represents a combination of three way synchronisers: exactly one port, the multi way synchroniser represents a three way synchroniser with two ports interlinked: it can always perform an action involving its only port. Graphically: Thus, the multi way arbiter requires that the right-hand port and exactly one of the left-hand ports are involved in a transition. In case there is only one port to the left, the multi way arbiter represents as a link. In case there are no ports to the left, the multi way arbiter represents an arbiter with two ports interlinked: it can never perform an action involving the right-hand port. Thus, the only non linked ports of CT(T) are the ports in L(T) in step 3 above. The only modules necessary in a canonic term are sy, ar, and al (all occurrences of al 0 can be replaced by al by reversing the order of the port names). This completes the de nition of canonic term. Actually, we have described how to build a \canonic network" rather than term, but the translation from this network to a term is trivial. The important property of a canonic term is the following: This concludes the proof that R is a bisimulation, and hence the proof of Lemma 8. An attentive reader will have noted that we have proved the relation R to be a \strong" bisimulation in the sense of 14]; in fact Theorem 2 holds also for strong bisimulation equivalence.
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Lemma 9 fsy; ar; alg is a proper basis for the set of nite-state terms.
To prove fsy; ar; alg a basis for the nite-state terms, we construct for any given nitestate term A an equivalent term in the closure of fsy; ar; alg as follows. Let 
For the next lemmas we introduce some additional notation. We use and to range over sequences of nonempty actions, the concatenation of and is written , and the sequence consisting of only one action is also written . If L is a set of port names we write n L for the sequence obtained by removing all names in L from all actions in , where actions which thus become empty are removed. Note that n distributes over concatenation. The set of sequences jj is de ned to contain exactly the sequences which can be obtained from by conjoining to some of the actions, and also possibly interposing actions between actions in . Note that if 0 2 jj then 0 n = .
We will use the following fact, which is an easy consequence of the rules for the parallel operator, remembering that A and B must have disjoint sorts in AjB: Here, if \ = ; then ( \ ) is just , and similarly for . Intuitively, if a term is intersection closed and can do an action (after a sequence ) and an action (after ), then it can also do the intersection of and (after both and ). The lemma follows from the following observations:
1. The units sy(a; b; c) and al(a; b) are intersection closed for all a; b; c. Lemma 12 sy is independent of far; alg. The important point is that if op( e A) can do an action on condition that all A k can do k , then C op can do an action containing provided it does it in synchrony with an action representing the ports in all k .
We will now prove that this indeed is a de ning context. Let 
Proof of Theorem 6
We prove by structural induction on contexts that for each context C there is an asynchronous operator op C such that C is a -de ning context for op C . If the modules in C are nite state then op C will also be nite state. The idea of the induction is that the identity context and instances of modules can be given equivalent asynchronous operators, and parallel composition and linking preserve this property. There are four cases to consider: 2. C = M(a 1 ; . . . ; a n ). But M(a 1 ; . . .; a n ) can be viewed as a 0-ary operator, and as such it is trivially asynchronous and nite state if M is nite state. Choose op C = M(a 1 ; . . .; a n ).
3. C = C 1 jC 2 . We then know by induction that there are asynchronous operators op C 1 and and op C 2 with -de ning contexts C 1 This proves that C is a -de ning context for op C 1 ha _ bi; choose op C = op C 1 ha _ bi.
2
Proof of the Results in Table 3 We have already proved that the Relabelling operator f] is de nable (Lemma 13). We begin by formally de ning the other operators in Table 3 . To avoid confusion we write the CSP hiding operator as \nna", and CCS parallel composition as j c . Strictly speaking, these are all families of operators (in the same way as j is a family of operators); there is one operator for each (combination of) sort(s) of the operand(s).
We say that such a family is de nable if all members of it are de nable. For convenience we will continue to refer to such families as \operators". The de nitions of resulting sorts are: For binary operators op:
For the purpose of CCS parallel, assume a bijection on which is its own inverse. For the purpose of CSP sequential composition, assume a distinguished port name p in .
For the purpose of SCCS synchronous parallel, assume a function s which when given two actions and returns an action representing the simultaneous occurrence of and . We disqualify trivial such functions s by requiring that for some it holds that s(;; ) 6 = ;.
Rules de ning the operational semantics of the operators are presented in Table 4 .
Rules marked y have a symmetric form. Note that we have modi ed some of the usual rules slightly in order to make them t in our framework (where actions are sets of port names). For example, for most operators we only consider the cases where an action contains at most one port name. The reason is that in the original algebras actions contain at most one port name. But other formulations of the rules are also possible; these variations do not signi cantly a ect the results.
In what follows we assume that at least all nite state terms are de nable. We say that an operator is de nable (without qualifying equivalence) to mean that it is -de nable. Lemma 14 The operators na, nna, j c , and jj are de nable. Lemma 16 All operators in Table 3 except a and are = T -de nable.
Proof : Let op be any operator in Table 3 ?!A 0 " is added to the premise, and in that A 0 is used for A in the conclusion.
2. Conversely, for each rule containing a premise A ;
?!A 0 , add a new rule (unless it is already present) which only di ers in that this premise is removed, and in that A is used for A 0 in the conclusion. 
Lemma 21 The operator a: is not de nable.
The proof is given in the text of Section 7.
For the next two lemmas we assume the existence of a term 0 which has no transitions. For example, 0 could be ar(a; b; c)ha _ bi. Notice that this is the rst use we make of any of the modules (apart from the property that all nite-state terms are de nable). For the following lemmas it is important that such a term 0 (and not merely an equivalent term) exists in T M . Lemma 22 The operator a is not = T -de nable.
2 Proof : The proof idea is to demonstrate that a does not respect = T . We will prove this using only the term 0 and the fact that all nite-state terms are de nable w.r.t = T .
Consider the term A which has the only transition A fa;bg ?!0. By assumption there is an equivalent (= T ) term A 0 in T M ; hence A 0 fa;bg =) is the only nonempty trace from this term.
It then holds that 0 = T A 0 ha _ bi
